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7.4.1 Frequent Diner Demonstration
Script
Overview
In this chapter, we provide a step-by-step script for demonstrating the general
features of the Digital Dining Frequent Diner/Delivery program to administer a
restaurant’s frequent diner program. As its name suggests, the Digital Dining
Frequent Diner/Delivery program can serve restaurants in two ways. First,
restaurants can use it to create customer loyalty programs (called frequent dining
plans) that reward customers for their repeat business (“Frequent Diner”). Second,
they can use it to provide delivery service to customers who call in orders
(“Delivery”). Restaurants can use the program to reward frequent diner customers,
provide delivery service, or both.
In this script, we discuss the Frequent Diner/Delivery program strictly as a tool to
provide frequent diner service. We designed this script to serve as a template, rather
than a concrete lesson; we encourage you to modify your demonstrations
appropriately to better suit the concepts and styles of your customers’ restaurants.

Customer Loyalty Programs: Theory and Practice
One of the challenges facing restaurateurs every day is getting to know their
customers. While they might recognize many faces and remember a few names, they
probably know very little about their customers.
For example, a manager might recognize a customer, “Joe,” as a relatively frequent
customer. But how frequent? How much on average does Joe spend on each visit?
Does Joe like to order wine with his meals, and if so, what kind (a house wine or a
more expensive brand)? Does Joe ever order appetizers or desserts? Does Joe only
come in on busy nights, or does he also come on slower nights when the restaurant
has plenty of empty tables? Without the answers to these kinds of questions, how can
a manager effectively advertise special deals, implement special policies, or
otherwise market the restaurant to specific customers like Joe?
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Digital Dining’s Frequent Diner/Delivery program can answer those kinds of
questions, enabling managers to identify and reward their top customers and
encourage all customers to patronize the restaurant more frequently. The Frequent
Diner/Delivery program allows you to create and manage customer loyalty
programs, which reward customers for repeat business. Unless they cater to seasonal
or transient customers, most restaurants earn approximately 70 to 80 percent of their
total sales from about 20 to 30 percent of their total customers. Therefore, a
restaurant can enhance its security and sales by rewarding this core group of repeat
customers, and the most effective tool to reward them is a good customer loyalty
program. Recognizing this, we designed the Frequent Diner/Delivery program to
offer restaurants an array of tools to a) encourage new and infrequent customers to
return more often, and b) to recognize and reward existing frequent customers.

Encouraging New Business: Coupons
Naturally, every restaurant wants to attract new customers. Many restaurants use the
common tactic of distributing coupons (by various means) that entitle customers to
free or discounted items. To attract first-time customers, coupons can be a strong
tool. But coupons have their limits; they are not as effective at encouraging repeat
business. We might think of coupons as a kind of “infrequent dining program,”
because most of the customers that use them are, at best, infrequent visitors. In fact,
regular customers often do not look for “best sale” coupons, so they often pay more
for the same item than new or infrequent customers. Therefore, most restaurants
should use coupons selectively to encourage new business but should not rely on
them to encourage repeat business.

Encouraging Repeat Business: Loyalty Programs
Rather than relying on traditional coupons, restaurants should encourage repeat
business by using a genuine customer loyalty program. The concept of the customer
loyalty program was originally introduced by the airline industry years ago, and have
since become staples of other industries, such as hotels, automobile rental services,
and supermarkets. In the food service industry, however, they are still in their
infancy, and some loyalty programs are not as effective as others.
For instance, many restaurants have experimented with rudimentary customer loyalty
programs such as issuing “punch cards.” In this common method, the restaurant
issues a punch card to a customer. Then, when customers return and purchase certain
items or a certain dollar amount, they would earn one or more punches on their card.
A staff member literally punches a hole in a customer’s physical card. After
customers accumulate enough punches on a card, they could then redeem the card
for a free item and a fresh card.
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While punch cards can increase a restaurant’s sales, this method is flawed because
the cards are difficult to control. Customers can give their cards to other people or
possibly “cheat” by punching the cards themselves. Servers can give customers extra
“bonus” punches without a manager’s permission to encourage larger tips. If
customers forget their card, they can’t receive credit for a visit. Punch cards provide
the restaurant virtually no information regarding sales trends or (even worse) no
means to even identify the customers. Thus, as a reward program, punch cards are a
limited and haphazard method at best.

Digital Dining’s Customer Loyalty Program
Digital Dining’s Frequent Diner/Delivery program is a powerful and dynamic
alternative to such traditional methods as stock coupons and punch cards, providing
restaurants with a wide range of marketing tools. The Frequent Diner/Delivery
program allows restaurants to
 Store a database of loyal customers that includes contact information and
personal information (such as birthdays and anniversaries).
 Create multiple frequent dining plans to keep the program fresh and provide
better returns.
 Define a list of “special interests” to target customers with similar interests and
to be linked to the restaurant’s support of local charitable organizations.
 Offer changing incentives to keep existing plans fresh and existing customers
interested.
 Issue either coupons or store credit to customers.
 Issue different coupons to customers in different plans.
 Issue reward points or credit at the POS without requiring a physical card.
 Generate sales reports on frequent customer activity, allowing you to monitor
and analyze trends among your most valuable customers.
 Award “bonus points” during certain days, times, and/or areas of the restaurant.
In each register definition, you can set a reward point multiplier of any value
(1.5, 2.0, 2.5 and so on). When performing sales on that register definition, all
Frequent Dining customers will receive the additional points for their purchases.
We designed the Frequent Diner/Delivery program to allow you to create frequent
dining plans of different complexity. You can create a simple “one visit, one point”
or “one item, one point” frequent dining plan that mimics a traditional punch card
system while eliminating the hassle of forgotten cards and uncontrolled card
punches. Or you can create a more complex series of escalating reward plans, each
plan issuing a different reward.
However, a restaurant might decide to not use the plans to reward their customers
directly. While at least one plan is required for Digital Dining to function, the
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restaurant owner might choose to only use the reporting flexibility for direct mail to
their frequent customers and provide rewards other than coupons or store credit.
Our Frequent Diner/Delivery program has two important advantages over most of
our competitors. First, it is integrated with the rest of the Digital Dining program
suite. Many POS systems only offer compatibility with one or more third-party
customer loyalty systems. With such systems, the POS cannot present updated
account information or print receipts with customized coupons integrated into the
layouts. Furthermore, when using third-party software, you usually suffer weaker
reporting capabilities. Since Digital Dining’s Frequent Diner/Delivery program is
fully integrated with the POS program, you can provide account updates at the POS,
integrate reward coupons into standard receipt layouts, and include frequent diner
sales information in sales reports.
Secondly, we include the Frequent Diner/Delivery program as a part of Digital
Dining’s standard program suite. Some competitors offer you compatibility with a
third party interface, the “freedom” to purchase an expensive software package to
run alongside your standard POS. Digital Dining, on the other hand, gives you a
superior customer loyalty program with stronger features as a component of your
standard POS at no extra charge. (However, Menusoft does charge an additional
licensing fee to use Digital Dining’s Multistore Frequent Diner.)
While some newer and smaller competitors offer so-called “frequent dining”
features, those software products are usually not comparable to Digital Dining
because they contain very few features and even less benefits.

Frequent Diner Features
When demonstrating the Frequent Diner/Delivery program, remember that we
designed this tool to be versatile. Consequently, it includes features that might
benefit one type of restaurant but not another. Be careful not to overwhelm
customers by showing them too many features, particularly if the features won’t
benefit their particular type of restaurant. No single restaurant will use all of the
available features, and the program is scalable to allow restaurants to use as few or as
many features as needed, so don’t show customers everything in the product. Rather,
show customers the features they can use and provide tangible examples of how they
can use those features effectively.

Special Interests
One of the strongest and most versatile features of the Frequent Diner/Delivery
program is special interests, because you can use them in many different ways.
Special interests allow you to target select groups of frequent diner customers for
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specialized promotions. A special interest might represent a social club or
organization (such as a local bowling club or Elk’s Club), a charity, a local sports
team, or a general hobby (such as golf). You can create a list of special interests and
invite new frequent diner customers to select up to six. You could then generate a list
of all the frequent diner customers associated with a certain special interest. With
that list, you could mail special promotional material to those specific customers or
offer them specialized frequent dining plans.

Clubs and Charitable Organizations
Perhaps more than any other type of business, restaurants are approached by various
groups with their hands out. All restaurants have a limit to what they can “give.”
However, restaurants can use special interests as a tool to support clubs and charities.
They allow restaurants to support any organization (so long as it is legitimate).
When a restaurant is approached for a donation, the manager can inform the
organization that they would be happy to support it, and the organization can also
increase and extend the support by encouraging its supporters to frequently dine at
that restaurant.
Customers can then earn rewards or credit for themselves while also earning “points”
for their selected clubs. Then, you could create a sales report each period, sorted by
special interests, detailing each customer’s sales and total sales for each special
interest. The restaurant could then donate a percentage of that total to the club. Thus,
customers can earn rewards as well as contribute to a favorite club.
Local clubs, organizations, and charities can benefit from such an arrangement by
encouraging their supporters to frequent the restaurant, which typically results in
higher contributions than if the restaurant just contributes directly. This is especially
true for local child-oriented charities, such as school clubs or scout troops, that also
promote the restaurant and encourage parents to join. The restaurant might also give
the organization a “quota” that, if met, would allow the support to continue. The
quota should be reasonable for the size of the organization, though this could provide
additional incentive for the organization to encourage its supporters to visit. It could
even make the donation a sliding percentage based on the level of business.

Local Sports Teams
You can use special interests to promote your restaurant to local (adult or “little
league”) sports teams. For instance, you could define a special interest for a sports
team and then enroll members of the team as frequent diner customers. You could
reward individual members (with reward coupons or credit), you could reward the
entire team, or both. For instance, you could pledge to purchase new uniforms for the
team if its members purchase a specific amount at your restaurant. This could be for
an entire league as well.
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General Hobbies
You might also create special interests based on certain general hobbies, such as
golf. You could then target customers with those special interests with special
promotional campaigns. For instance, you might create a special interest for golf.
Every month, you could print a report that lists sales for all frequent diner members
with golf as a special interest. When one of these customers spends, say, $1,000 at
your restaurant, you could send the customer a box of complimentary golf balls. If a
customer spends at least $3,000, you might treat the customer to a free round of golf,
perhaps as an annual or semiannual golf tournament.

Special Occasions
Like special interests, you can also use special occasions for specialized promotions.
While special interests allow you to target groups of frequent diner customers,
special occasions allow you to target individual frequent diner customers. A special
occasion is a personal day of celebration, such as a birthday or an anniversary. In the
Frequent Diner/Delivery program, you can create a general special occasion (such as
“Birthday”) and then associate it with multiple customer records. You can also store
specific customer information (such as a precise date) with a general special
occasion. For example, if you created a special occasion called “Birthday”, you
could apply it to several customer records and record each customer’s birth date.
Each month you could generate a list of frequent diner customers with birthdays in
the upcoming month. You could then send personalized promotional material to each
of those customers and perhaps offer them a reward, such as a coupon for a
discounted meal or a free menu item. You can sort your monthly list by age range,
allowing you to send different promotional material to children, teenagers, and
adults. You could also perform similar promotional mailings for customers with
wedding anniversaries, recognized and sorted by year. You can also send special
mailings to customers celebrating their 1st, 25th, or 50th anniversaries.

Hotel Referrals
Restaurants located near hotels could use frequent diner to encourage and monitor
sales from hotel referrals. Hotel guests, who are typically unfamiliar with the area,
often ask hotel concierges or front desk employees for restaurant recommendations.
A restaurant could make arrangements with local hotels, encouraging their staff to
refer their customers to the restaurant while providing special rewards to those
customers. For this program to be effective, you will need to reward hotel employees
who refer customers to the restaurant, the hotel management, and the hotel guests.
By rewarding all involved, you can open a great source of new customers.
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Since transient (hotel) customers have no reason to join a frequent diner program, a
restaurant could create customer records for certain hotel employees, such as
concierges and front desk clerks.
The restaurant should provide cards to the hotel that include some type of promo or
coupon. The hotel employees give the cards to hotel customers who ask for a
restaurant recommendation. The cards will have a place for the hotel employee to
add their name and FD number (all employees will have a FD number that will be
entered manually.) Customers present their cards to servers in the restaurant. The
server enters the number from the customer’s card which associates the customer’s
order with the hotel employee’s FD account. (The reason the cards need to offer the
hotel guest some type of coupon or discount is to motivate them to bring the card to
the restaurant and give it to their server.) Each hotel employee who is enrolled as a
frequent diner has the hotel as their Special Interest. The hotel is then given a credit
based on the amount of business referred to the restaurant. The restaurant might offer
to redeem the credit by catering a hotel employee party or something similar.
Thus, the restaurant can monitor the sales associated with each hotel employee’s
referrals.

Selling Features
When describing the Frequent Diner/Delivery program to customers, we encourage
you to highlight the following features and applications.

Point of Sale Features
 You can create up to 99 different Frequent Dining plans, each one having
different reward levels, reward types, methods of accumulating reward points,
and so on.
 You can set the program to advance customers from one plan to another
automatically.
 Customers can accumulate reward points based on how much money they
spend, how many items they buy, which items they buy, or how many times
they visit.
 You can set different reward point values to different menu items.
 You can award additional points on a certain day, during a certain period of
time, and/or in a certain area (profit center). The points awarded can be any
multiple of the base points.
 You can set plans to give points only for items from certain sales types or within
a limited range of PLU numbers.
 You can set plans to give points only for items bought within certain profit
centers (such as appetizers ordered at the bar).
Digital Dining
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 You can issue different types of rewards to customers, such as instant coupons
printed at the POS, batch coupons printed in the back office, or store credit
redeemable at the POS.
 You can set the POS to print coupons immediately (which is good for quick
service restaurants or cashier banking) or to print coupons on “check access”
(which is good for server banking or delivery). In other words, if a customer
earns enough points with their current purchase to receive a coupon, the POS
will “hold” the coupon and print it with their next purchase when the customer is
identified.
 You can print status reports at the POS that inform frequent diner customers of
their current reward point counts or advise servers of customers’ preferences, or
you could include status reports in the layouts of standard customer checks.
 You can create new frequent diner customer records and issue reward points for
new customers immediately at the POS without taking the time to enter all
customer information fully.
 You can use frequent diner ID numbers up to 16 digits long, and you can enter
them manually or capture them from swipe cards or bar codes.
 If customers don’t know their frequent diner ID number, you can search for
records by phone number, customer name, or company name.
 In Version 7.4, when a credit card is swiped, Digital Dining will automatically
search to see if that card is associated with any frequent dining customer record.
If it is, Digital Dining will automatically assign the check to the customer.
 Restaurants providing both frequent diner and delivery service can identify
frequent diner customers by telephone number.
 You can record complaints from frequent diner customers and issue them
complaint coupons customized to particular types of complaints or send special
mailings to all customers with complaints from the preceding week or other
period.
 You can define check options that only run for specific frequent diner customers
or for all customers enrolled in a frequent dining plan. For example, you can
create a check option for your best customers that automatically applies a
discount to certain items (such as a 10% discount for any entrée or a 50%
discount for any dessert), that changes the standard check layout to a special
check layout with a personalized message, or that changes the prep ticket layout
to include the customer’s name.
 Restaurants providing delivery service can use check options to automatically
add delivery charges (or perhaps waive delivery charges for its best customers).
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Back Office Features
 Digital Dining provides real-time information on all customers, such as the date
and details of their most recent purchases and complaints, their sales histories,
special interests, special occasions (such as birthdays and anniversaries), and
preferences.
 You can use tokens and layouts to create customized reward coupons, complaint
coupons, and status reports.
 You can display and print any customer’s check.
 You can create customer reports and sort them by frequent dining plan, sales,
purchase volume, last purchase date, special interest, special occasion, type of
menu items ordered (or not ordered), days visited (or not visited), ZIP code, and
so on.
 You can create mailing lists of frequent diner customers (featuring either postal
or e-mail addresses) and export them to different formats, including HTML,
Lotus, Microsoft Excel, or Microsoft Word.
 You can use the Frequent Diner/Delivery program in the back office without
issuing rewards at the POS. In such a scenario, you could use the Frequent
Diner/Delivery program simply to provide customer preference information to
servers at the POS, as well as monitor customer purchases and trends with
customer reports. (You can use this information to reward customers in ways
other than reward coupons or credit.)

Other Sales Considerations
 In a restaurant, as in any business, you only have two ways to increase profits:
increase sales or reduce expenses. A new POS system can successfully reduce
expenses (by increasing accuracy, providing servers with more and better
information, reducing employee theft, and so on)., but it won’t significantly
increase sales. The Frequent Diner/Delivery program can increase sales,
however, by encouraging more customer traffic and purchases, as well as
influencing customers to buy more profitable items.
 In restaurants, as in most businesses, marketing to existing customers is the most
cost-effective type of marketing. It is considerably less expensive than creating a
new customer. This is a basic principle of the Frequent Dining/Delivery
program.
 The Frequent Diner/Delivery program also gives salespeople more opportunity
for true consultative sales. By educating managers of the benefits of frequent
dining programs, as well as helping design them, you can simultaneously
increase your dealership’s revenue and distinguish yourself from your
competitors.
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 While its primary goal is to help you identify and reward the top 20 to 30
percent of your customer base, the Frequent Diner/Delivery program can just as
easily identify the top 5 percent—or even 1 percent—of your customer base,
allowing you to devote extra attention and hospitality to the restaurant’s most
faithful and lucrative customers.
 The Frequent Diner/Delivery program is now available for single-store and
multistore environments. In multistore scenarios, multiple member stores access
a single database of frequent diner records through the Internet in near real-time
mode. However, the database is replicated at each store and updated frequently,
so it does not depend on the Internet being operable at the time.

Prelude
Very often, you might need to approach a Frequent Diner/Delivery demonstration
differently than a typical POS demonstration. Why? Because, while your customers
already have general familiarity with POS systems, they might have little or no
familiarity with customer loyalty programs. They might not understand such
programs or their potential benefits and may consider such peripheral features a
waste of their time.
Therefore, demonstrating the Frequent Diner/Delivery program might serve as an
opportunity to educate the customer on why a customer loyalty program as such can
encourage business and increase profits. In other words, you might need to sell them
on the very concept of the customer loyalty program before selling them on our
particular version of customer loyalty program.
The Frequent Diner/Delivery program is one of our strongest features and, therefore,
should be one of our strongest selling points. However, its strength is often
squandered by inexperienced salespeople who do not understand it well. Don’t make
this mistake. Encourage them to use this tool. Learn the product, explore its power,
and then teach the customer how they can use it to their advantage. The more money
they earn, the more money you’ll earn. Furthermore, once your customers start using
frequent dining plans successfully, your competitors will find it virtually impossible
to steal those customers from you.
As with any other feature, the best method of proving the benefits is to have strong
local references of other happy Digital Dining customers who will testify to the
benefits they received from Frequent Dining.
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Suggesting Frequent Dining Scenarios
To make the benefits of the Frequent Diner/Delivery program more tangible in the
minds of customers, you might want to suggest some simple practical scenarios. For
instance, in a restaurant providing mainly pizzas and sandwiches by delivery, you
could create a simple “free sandwich” frequent dining plan. The restaurant could use
each customer’s telephone number as a frequent diner ID number, and customers
could earn one reward point for each sandwich. After six points (sandwiches), they
earn a coupon for a free sandwich. The program could also escalate customers to a
different “free pizza” frequent diner plan, which issues a reward point each time a
customer purchases a pizza. After six points (pizzas), they earn a coupon for a free
pizza. This method rewards customers like a traditional “punch card” method but
eliminates the expense and hassle of actual punch cards.
You might also suggest a scenario wherein the restaurant uses the Frequent
Diner/Delivery program, not to offer POS rewards, but simply to create a customer
database for direct mailing marketing campaigns. For instance, the restaurant might
use the special occasions to reward customers on their birthdays. Each month, the
restaurant could send birthday greetings to all customers with a birthday in the
forthcoming month, and perhaps also offer a complimentary dessert or entree. The
biggest reason why restaurants want people to celebrate their birthdays in the
restaurant is because they rarely come alone and often bring a large number of other
guests with them. The restaurant could also divide its customers into age categories
(such as adults, teenagers, and young children) and then send different birthday
greetings to customers in each category.
The Frequent Diner/Delivery is a powerful marketing tool, but it requires
imagination on the part of restaurant managers to use it effectively. By suggesting
some simple scenarios, you might encourage them to begin thinking of creative ways
to use the program.

Frequent Dining Service at the POS
In most cases, you should probably demonstrate the features of the Frequent
Diner/Delivery program while demonstrating the standard POS. In other words, if
you plan to demonstrate frequent diner features, you should probably incorporate the
procedures of this script into the general POS demonstration script.
In the first phase of the demo, demonstrate the integrated features of the Frequent
Diner/Delivery program at the POS within the table service register by logging in as
a typical server. Using Demo Data, you can log in as Kay (with a staff ID number of
“10”).
1

Digital Dining
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2

Tap an available table (such as “125”).

3

Tap Cover 3 and then tap Open.

The POS displays the main Table Service Register screen.

Associating a Check with a Frequent Diner Customer
Now associate the new check with an existing frequent diner customer.
1

In the Top panel, tap Frequent Customer.

The POS displays the Customer Number prompt.

If the restaurant issues swipe cards to its frequent diner customers, the server could
swipe the card now to enter the customer’s number. For this demonstration, however,
let’s assume that the customer, John, has forgotten his card. We do not know John’s
last name, but we do know that John works at Acme Sales. Therefore, we can search
for John’s record based on his place of employment.
2

Tap Manual.

3

In the Enter Customer Number keypad, tap Enter.

The POS displays a screen whose Command panel features various search options.
Take a moment to describe the search options to the customer.
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4

In the Command panel, tap Search Company.

5

In the Enter Company Search Name keypad, type “AC” (short for “Acme”),
then tap Enter.

The POS displays the results of your search. The Selection panel displays six
buttons, each representing a frequent diner customer, all of whom work at Acme
Sales. You’ll find John’s button at the top of the list.

Digital Dining
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6

Tap John Farmer’s button, then tap Accept. (If necessary, you can select a
different customer before tapping Accept.)

The POS displays a status report screen, listing information regarding the frequent
diner customer’s account.
7

Tap Print.

Note

The POS prints a copy of John Farmer’s status report. Explain the layout to the
customer, noting the “VIP Discount” and the personalized footer. Note that the
report prints in two sections, one for the customer and one for the server. The
customer’s section reports the customer’s current reward point balance and the
remaining number of points needed to earn the reward. The server’s section includes
personal information about the customer, such as preferences and special interests.
(New servers who are unfamiliar with the restaurant’s frequent diners can use this
information to better serve customers.)
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You might also suggest that the restaurant’s host or hostess should open
checks for new customers and identify frequent diner customers to the
server. The host could print the status report and give the server portion
to the server assigned to the table. The server can then greet the customer
by name and comment on something of interest to the customer. Often,
this can result in happier customers and larger tips.
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Like all Digital Dining layouts, status report layouts are completely definable.
Managers can customize the text or information displayed in a status report layout or
simply add the information to the layout of a standard guest check.

Paying a Check with Cash
1

Order some drinks, appetizers, and entrées.

2

Tap Finish, then tap Print.

The POS prints the frequent diner check. Describe the layout to the customer, noting
its differences to the standard check.
You can associate a frequent diner customer with a check option (which can run one
or more check option functions). When you associate a check with a frequent diner
customer, the POS runs the check option. For instance, in our Demo Data, we have
associated John Farmer’s customer record to a check option named VIP Customer.
The VIP Customer check option, in turn, runs four check option functions: First,
there is a “personal” speed window with the items the Farmers most often order. An
advantage of this is that, for a few very frequent customers who ask for off-the-menu
items, you can enter those items in Digital Dining and add them to the customer’s
speed window. It also changes the prep layouts to include those customers’ names as
VIP customers. This allows the kitchen and/or bar staff to recognize them and
perhaps be aware of special requests. Also, as a very frequent customer, John
automatically received the VIP discount. Finally, the check layout changed to
recognize and thank John by name, as well as remind him that he helped his favorite
charity today and by how much.
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3

Now pay the check by first logging on. Show the customer that John’s name is
now on a caption below his table. This is a key feature that allows managers to
greet guests by name, making them feel more special and important.

4

Tap Finish, then tap Pay.

5

Tap Cash.

6

In the Payment keypad, tap ENTER.

7

Tap Accept Payment.

The POS prints a personalized coupon for John Farmer.
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Using Frequent Dining Reward Credit
You’ve performed a basic transaction for a frequent diner customer. Now perform
another transaction for a frequent diner customer and pay part of the check with
frequent diner reward credit.

Opening a New Check
1

Log in as Kay.

2

Tap a table (such as “128”).

3

Tap Cover 3

4

Tap Frequent Customer.
This is Julie and we know her number.

Digital Dining

5

Tap 3456, then tap Enter, then tap Accept.

6

Tap Exit to leave the status report without printing (no need to print the second
time).

7

Order drinks, appetizers, and entrées for three people. Order any items you like,
but add at least $50 worth of items to the check.
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8

Tap Finish, then tap Print.

The POS prints Julie’s check. Note that Julie’s check is also different from the
standard check layout. Like John Farmer, we have also associated Julie Wilson’s
customer record with a check option (VIP Credit) that uses the Change Layout check
option function to automatically change the check’s layout. Like John’s check,
Julie’s check features a personalized message. However, since Julie is enrolled in a
frequent diner plan that issues reward credit (rather than a coupon), the message is
slightly different. The layout also gives Julie an update of her available reward
credit, which she may use immediately or at some later time.

Paying the Check with Frequent Diner Credit
1

Log in as Kay.

2

Tap Julie’s table.

3

Tap Finish, then tap Pay.

4

In the Selection panel, tap Frequent Diner.

The POS displays the Payment keypad with a default amount. This number reflects
the amount of frequent diner reward credit in Julie’s account, which she has earned
on her previous visits. She can use this reward (in whole or in part) toward paying
her check. For our demo, let’s assume she only wants to pay with five dollars worth
of her credit and the remainder in cash.
5

In the Payment keypad, type “5.00”, then tap Enter.

6

Tap Cash.

7

In the Payment keypad, tap Enter.

8

Tap Accept Payment.

Note that Julie still has credit available, leftover previous credit plus whatever new
credit she earned on this visit. Since customers earn reward credit on each visit, they
always have an incentive to return.
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The actual amount of credit will vary from demo to demo. We suggest
that you always leave at least $30 of credit for Julie. Never have a small
amount of credit. The simplest way to guarantee a credit of over $30 is to
always order between $50 to $100 worth of items on the check. Then use
$5 or $10 worth of credit to pay the check. The “New FD Plan” frequent
dining plan awards ten cents of credit for each dollar spent, which should
keep Julie’s credit in the desired range. Explain that they can configure
the check layout to only print the available FD credit when it reaches a
certain amount, such as $20 or $25.

Frequent Diner in the Back Office
You’ve demonstrated how the Frequent Diner/Delivery program functions at the
POS. Now show the customer how it looks from the back office by giving them a
“tour” of the actual Frequent Diner/Delivery administrative program. Unlike the POS
demonstration, you won’t perform many tasks or create new data in the Frequent
Diner/Delivery program. Rather, you will open some of the more important windows
and simply explain them to the customer.

Customer Record Maintenance Window
The Customer Record Maintenance window allows you to create or edit customer
records. You can create customer records at the POS or the Back Office. In most
restaurants, a staff member creates a rudimentary customer record at the POS that
might contain no more information than the customer’s name and account number.
The remainder of the customer’s contact information is added to the record later in
the back office.
Before describing the Customer Record Maintenance window to the customer, you
should find the customer record of John Farmer, one of the customers you used in
the POS sections of the demonstration. To open the Customer Record Maintenance
window, run the Frequent Diner/Delivery program. In the Customer menu, click
Customer Records. Before explaining the Customer Record Maintenance
window, find and view the customer record of John Farmer (one of the customers
you used in the POS demonstration). Click Find, click Full Name, then click OK.
In the Find Customer Record window, select John Farmer, then click OK. The
program displays John Farmer’s customer record.
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Main Tab
The Main tab allows you to save a customer’s contact information, (including the
customer’s name, street address, telephone number, and e-mail address), as well as
set or change the customer’s frequent dining plan. Briefly explain the controls on the
Main tab.

Purchases Tab
The Purchases tab displays purchasing information regarding the customer,
including the total amount of available reward credit or reward points. Whenever a
customer pays a check, the customer’s purchasing information updates in real time.

Date area
Note the Date area, which includes the Last Purchase box. The Last Purchase
box displays the date of the customer's last purchase. Since you used John Farmer’s
customer record earlier in the POS demonstration, the Last Purchase box should
display the current date. You can also review the details of John’s last purchase by
clicking Details. The Date area also includes the Last Complaint box, which
displays the date of the customer's last complaint, if any. By clicking Details, you
can view the customer's last complaint.
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Current, Available, and Total areas
Also note the Current, Available, and Total areas. Both the Current and Total
areas display statistical information regarding the customer’s sales. including total
number of purchases, total monetary value of purchases, total number of menu items
purchased, and total number of complaints. The Current area displays totals for the
current period, which managers can define and reset on any cycle (monthly,
quarterly, and so on). The Total area displays absolute totals for the customer since
the customer enrolled in the frequent dining plan. Managers cannot reset the
information in the Total area.
The Available and Total areas also display the customer’s balance of frequent
diner reward points and reward credit. The Available area displays the customer’s
reward points or credit currently available. The Total area displays the total amount
of reward points or credit the customer has earned since enrolling in the frequent
dining plan.

Sales Tab
The Sales tab displays a sales report listing sales totals for the customer. The report
includes total purchases, value, credit-total and credit-used. The report also lists
totals for each of the past 12 months (or the past 13 periods), each of the past 7 days,
week to date, month to date, year to date, and the period to date. Unlike other areas
of the Back Office program suite, Frequent Dining information here is updated in
real time.

Interests Tab
The Interests tab allows you to associate each customer record with up to six
special interests. You can also designate one of these six special interests as the
customer’s primary interest by selecting the Primary button beside the appropriate
special interest.

Occasions Tab
The Occasions tab allows you to associate each customer record with up to six
special occasions. You can create a general special occasion (such as “Birthday”)
and then associate it with one or more customer records. The Customer Record
Maintenance window can also store specific customer information (such as a precise
date) with a general occasion. For example, you associate the “Birthday” special
occasion with many customer records and then record their individual birth dates.
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Messages Tab
The Messages tab features two text boxes: POS Message and Delivery
Instructions. Both of these text boxes allow you to record additional information
regarding an individual customer. Any message you enter into the POS Message
box will appear at the POS when a server searches for the frequent diner customer
record. Using this tool, you can store special instructions regarding customers.
The Delivery Instructions box is used strictly for delivery service. Any message
you enter in the Delivery Instructions box appears at the POS when a delivery
dispatcher selects a delivery customer record. Using this tool, you can store special
delivery instructions for that customer, which can help the driver deliver the order.

Frequent Dining Plan Maintenance Window
You create and edit frequent dining plans in the Frequent Dining Plan Maintenance
window. In this window, you define the parameters of each plan, including its
accumulation method, reward level, and expiration mode. Explain the window to the
customer, highlighting the following controls.
Before explaining the Frequent Dining Plan Maintenance window, find and view the
New FD Plan, a simple plan that awards customers one reward point for each
appetizer purchased in the Main Dining Room or Main Bar and (after three points) a
coupon for a free appetizer. To open the Frequent Dining Plan Maintenance window,
run the Frequent Diner/Delivery program. In the Plans menu, click Frequent
Dining Plans. Click Find, then select New FD Plan in the Find Frequent Dining
Plan window, then click OK. The program displays the New FD Plan.

Main Tab
The Main tab allows you to save the primary parameters of each frequent dining
plan, such as the accumulation, print, and expiration methods, as well as the type and
amount of the plan’s reward. Briefly explain the controls on the Main tab.

Accumulate list
The Accumulation list allows you to select the method by which customers earn
frequent diner points in this plan. The frequent diner program offers four methods of
accumulating points. If you click No of Purchases, the customer earns one point
per visit. If you click Value of Purchases, the customer earns one point for every
dollar spent. If you click FD Points, the customer earns points by buying specific
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items with preset point values. If you click No of Menu Items, the customer earns
one point for each item purchased.

Coupon Name list
The Coupon Name list allows you to select a coupon to print when a customer
earns the required points.

Expiration Mode list
The Expiration Mode list allows you to select an expiration mode for the reward.
You can set a coupon to expire within a certain number of days after it is issued or
on an exact date.

New Plan list
A customer can enroll in only one plan at a time. However, you can set a plan to
escalate (that is, to switch to another plan automatically) after the customer reaches
the reward level. If you want a plan to escalate to a new frequent dining plan, select
the new plan in the New Plan list.

Reward area
In the Reward area of the Frequent Dining Plan Maintenance window, you define a
plan’s reward, including its type (coupon or credit), level, and amount.

The Reward Description box allows you to enter a description of the reward, such
as “Free Sandwich” or “Buy one dessert, get one free.”
The Level, Convert, and Amount boxes allow you to define the value of a
particular reward. However, the program treats the data differently, depending on
whether the reward is a credit or a coupon.
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If the reward is a coupon…

If the reward is a credit…

Level

…enter the number of points
the customer must accumulate
to earn the coupon.

…enter the number of points
the customer must accumulate
to earn the credit amount.

Convert

The conversion factor fills in
automatically. Do not edit it.

The conversion factor fills in
automatically. Do not edit it.

Amount

You can enter the amount of
the coupon here, if the coupon
is for a specific monetary
amount (“$2.00 off any
purchase”). If the coupon is for
a free item, you should not
enter an amount.

You must enter the monetary
amount of credit the customer
will earn for accumulating the
specified point level.

If you are offering a reward coupon, customers must accumulate the points specified
in the Level box before earning the coupon. However, if you are offering a reward
credit, customers earn credit for any accumulated points. By setting the Level and
Amount boxes, you determine the rate at which customers earn credit.
For example, if you set the Level box to “50” and the Amount box to “$5.00”, then
customers will earn a $5 credit for every 50 points accumulated. However, if
customers accumulate only 25 points, they earn a credit of $2.50. In other words, the
amount of credit customers earn is proportional to the amount of points they
accumulate. The program automatically calculates the points-to-credit ratio.
Level. You must enter the number of points a customer must accumulate to receive
the reward. Customers will earn the reward when they accumulate this number of
points, but the type of points they earn depends on which accumulation method you
select. For example, if you select an accumulation method of Number of Items and a
point level of “10”, then the customer will earn the reward after purchasing 10 menu
items. If you select an accumulation method of Value of Purchases, then you should
enter a monetary amount in the Level box, such as “30.00”.
The Frequent Diner/Delivery program fills the Convert box automatically,
calculated from the Level and Amount boxes (Level / Convert = Amount). The
program uses this formula to calculate the amount of a credit reward. The program
does not use this calculation for reward coupons.
Amount. You must enter the monetary amount of a reward credit in this box. You
can also enter an amount for reward coupons of specific monetary amounts (“$2.00
off any purchase”), but you are not required to do so.
Cost. You can enter the cost of the reward to the restaurant. This should be the
actual cost, rather than the sale price of the particular item. For instance, if you are
offering a coupon for a dessert that typically sells for six dollars, but costs your
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restaurant two dollars to prepare, you should enter “2.00” in the Cost box. You can
then use this information in your frequent dining plan reports to analyze the cost and
effectiveness of your plan.
Credit. Select either the Credit check box or the Print check box for the program
to give any reward to customers. You should select the Credit check box if you are
offering a reward credit with this plan. The customer will earn credit on each visit
and can redeem that credit at the POS or save it to use on a later visit. If you select a
reward credit, you do not need to create a reward coupon for the plan.
Print. Select the Print check box if you are offering a reward coupon with this plan.
Customers earn points on each visit and when they earn a sufficient level of points
(determined by you in the Level box) the program prints a reward coupon (either at
the POS or the Back Office, depending on how you set the Print Mode). If you select
the Print check box, you should also select a reward coupon for the plan in the
Coupon Name list or create a new coupon in the Reward Coupon Maintenance
window.
If you clear both the Credit and Print check boxes, customers cannot earn frequent
diner points from the plan. If you try to save the plan without checking one of these
boxes, the program will display an error message . Click Yes if you still wish to save
the plan or click No to cancel the operation. If you click Yes, the plan will be
effectively inactive until you edit it again and select Credit or Print check boxes.

Profit Center Tab
The Profit Center tab features a filter that allows you to include or exclude specific
profit centers from your frequent dining plan. You can include all your profit centers
or only certain ones. Using this feature, you can use frequent dining plans to
encourage business in particular profit centers. For instance, you might not wish to
give customers points for carryout purchases or purchases from the bar. If you have
established different profit centers for different times of the day (such as breakfast,
lunch, and dinner), you could use this filter to exclude breakfast purchases from your
frequent dining plan.

Sales Type Tab
The Sales Type tab features a filter that allows you to include or exclude sales
types from your frequent dining plan. You can include all your sales types or only
certain ones. Using this feature, you can use frequent dining plans to promote menu
items of particular sales types. For instance, if you were promoting a “Free Dessert”
plan, you could choose to give points for dessert purchases only. If you were
promoting a “Wine Taster’s” club, you might give points for wine purchases only.
You might also wish to exclude inappropriate items, such as liquor or seafood.
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Sales Tab
The Sales tab displays a list of sales totals for the plan. The report includes total
purchases, sales, cost and credit amounts. The report also lists totals for each of the
past 12 months (or 13 periods), each of the past 7 days, week to date, month to date,
year to date, and the period to date. You can modify the width of a column by
clicking the edge of a column heading and dragging it left or right. Digital Dining
updates the sales data on the Sales tab in real time as you pay checks in the POS.

Reports
Now you can demonstrate the Frequent Diner/Delivery program’s reporting
capabilities. Specifically, you should demonstrate the Customer Purchase History
window and the Customer Report.

Customer Purchase History Window
The Customer Purchase History window allows you to review purchases by frequent
diner customers within a specified date range. To open the Customer Purchase
History window, click Purchase History on the Reports menu. When you open
the Customer Purchase History window, it displays purchases for the current date by
default. (Therefore, the two purchases you performed for John Farmer and Julie
Wilson in the POS demo should display.) The Customer Purchase History window
displays each order’s date, time, check number, the customer’s frequent dining plan,
the reward points and reward credit earned by the transaction, the order’s cost, the
number of menu items ordered, and the amount of the check.
You can specify a general time period (such as a specific day of the week or month
of the year) in the Range list. If you wish to set an irregular date range, you can
click Custom and then type the specific date range in the Date Range boxes. To
view a preview of each check within the specified date range, click Preview.
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You can also filter transactions by frequent dining plan or customer in the Customer
Purchase History filter window. Access the filter window by clicking Filter. You
can use the filter window to include or exclude transactions associated with specific
frequent dining plans, or to view transactions by a single frequent dining customer.
Using the filter window, you can filter the transactions to view only the transactions
associated with John Farmer.

Filter the Customer Purchase History Window
1

Click

in the Member box.

2

Click Full Name, and then click OK.

3

In the Find Customer Record window, select John Farmer, then click OK.

4

Click Apply.

The Customer Purchase History window displays again, but it only displays John
Farmer’s transaction. By selecting a new date range, you could view all of John
Farmer’s transactions in the current or previous week, month, or any other period.
Click one of the transactions and then click Preview. The detailed guest check
displays.
Customer Purchase History window is another feature that distinguishes Digital
Dining from other POS systems. No other POS system offers an integrated customer
reward program that provides managers with such information, so you should note it
to the customer.
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Customer Statement
Digital Dining allows you to preview or print a customer statement. The format of
the actual statement is similar to A/R statements. In Frequent Dining, you can access
the statements for one customer at a time, and the statement can start on any date and
will then include all dates from then until the current date.
Show the statement for Julie Wilson using a beginning date of at least 30 days prior
to the current date. The statement will show each date along with both points and
credit earned and redeemed. This is a powerful addition to the Frequent Dining
program.

Customer Reports
You should also demonstrate the Customer Reports, which allow you to analyze
information about frequent diner customers in a variety of ways. You can group and
sort customer records by such parameters as frequent dining plan, special interest,
special occasion, or even ZIP Code. You can also analyze sales of individuals or
special groups, collect addresses and telephone numbers of customers, or print
mailing labels.

Review the Customer Report Maintenance Window
1

In the Reports menu, click Customer Reports.

The Frequent Diner/Delivery program displays the Customer Reports window,
which allows you to print or preview any of the Customer Reports.

2

In the Customer Report window, click Customer Sales by Plan in the
Report list.

3

Click Define.

The program displays the Customer Report Maintenance window, which allows you
to create, define, and edit Customer Reports. In this window, you can demonstrate
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how to modify the Customer Report by opening the Customer Report Maintenance
window and modifying the Customer Reports definition.

On the Main tab, you can determine the format of the report, as well as decide how
the program organizes and sorts customer records. The Main tab also allows you to
filter customer records based on each customer’s number of purchases, the
accumulated value of those purchases, frequent diner reward points, and complaints.
Explain the Customer Report Maintenance window to the customer. Explain how
managers can use the filter settings to create reports that only include customer
records associated with specific frequent dining plans, special interests, special
occasions, or zip codes.
When you open the Customer Report Maintenance window, the program
automatically displays the settings for the Customer Sales by Plan report. We have
included the Customer Sales by Plan report for demonstration purposes. The
Customer Sales by Plan report’s default report format is Name and Address. As
you explain the Format list, change the report format to Sales Summary, which
lists sales totals for all frequent diner customers within the specified date range. The
report’s default date range is This Quarter.
We have also set the report to filter records by total purchases and total value; the
program only includes frequent diner customers who have ten or more purchases
within the specified date range and whose purchases equal $500 or more.

View the Customer Report in Sales Summary Format
When you finish describing the Customer Report Maintenance window, click Exit.
In the Customer Reports window, click the Preview option, then click the Print
command button. The program displays the Customer Sales by Plan Report in the
Sales Summary report format. Explain the information in the report, noting that it
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includes the same information found in the Sales tab of the Customer Record
Maintenance window.

When you finish describing the Customer Report to the customer, close the report
window and reopen to the Customer Report window. In the next section, you will
open the Customer Report Maintenance window again and change the Customer
Sales by Plan report’s format from Sales Summary to Name and Address. By
doing so, you can compare the two formats of the same report.

View the Customer Report in Name and Address Format
1

Click Define.

2

In the Report Format list, click Name and Address.

3

Click Exit.

4

In the Customer Reports window, click the Print command.

The program again displays the Customer Sales by Plan Report in the Report
Preview screen. However, because you changed the report format, report now
contains different information. The previous version contained customer sales
information, whereas the new version contains customer contact information.
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5

Click

.

The program displays the Export window.

Explain that you can use the Export window to export the Customer Sales by Plan
Report in different formats, such as HTML, Microsoft Excel, and Microsoft Word.
For example, you could export the report as a Word document, then use MS Word’s
mail merge feature to create a series of promotional letters or e-mails, one for each
customer listed on the report.

Layouts
In the main POS demonstration, you show the customer various printed items, such
as checks, receipts, credit card slips, and prep tickets. Each of these printed items has
a layout, a template composed of text and tokens that determine how the item
appears when it prints at the POS. Thus, by modifying (for example) a check layout
in the Check Layout Maintenance window, you can modify the appearance of the
printed check.
Since you do not demonstrate the Digital Dining Setup program to customers, you
never need to explain these layout maintenance windows or demonstrate how to edit
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their layouts. However, in the Frequent Diner demonstration, since you do
demonstrate reward coupons in the POS, you should also demonstrate how to edit
reward coupon layouts. And since the Reward Coupon Maintenance window is the
only layout maintenance window included in any of the demonstration scripts, you
should take this opportunity, in the last section of the Frequent Diner demonstration,
to explain how all layout maintenance windows function.
We encourage you to devote some time and attention to demonstrating the layout
features to customers. Since no other POS system offers customizable layouts for
checks, credit card slips, and other POS printouts, we consider this feature a strong
selling point.

Reward Coupon Maintenance Window
Open the Reward Coupon Maintenance window by clicking Reward Coupons in
the Layouts menu. After you open the Reward Coupon Maintenance window, click
Next until you find the Free Movie Combo layout.

The Reward Coupon Maintenance window functions in exactly the same manner as
every other layout maintenance window in the Digital Dining suite. Each has a
Body tab, Header tab, and Footer tab with a box so that you can use tokens or text
to create a unique layout. Furthermore, each layout maintenance window contains a
list of tokens you can insert for that particular layout and an option that allows you to
preview your layout. The only difference among the various layout maintenance
windows is that different layout windows might offer different tokens.
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Preview a Reward Coupon Layout
To demonstrate the Reward Coupon Maintenance window, open the window and
display the Free Movie Combo layout. Show how the restaurant’s phone number
could easily be added to the layout below the restaurant name.
1

On the Layouts menu, click Reward Coupons.

2

Click Next until you find the reward coupon named Free Movie Combo.

Describe the layout to the customer. Explain that layouts include both tokens and
text. Explain how tokens work, and note the distinct appearance of tokens (spelled
entirely in uppercase letters, separated by underscores, within braces).

3

Click Preview.

The Reward Coupon Preview window opens, allowing you to see how the layout
appears when it prints at the POS. In particular, note the restaurant’s name (in this
case, “DD CAFÉ”) and the reward description (“Free Cake”).
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4

Since the reward description might vary from one plan to another, the
Preview window displays a sample reward description, “Free Cake”, to
represent the description of any reward. When the coupon prints at the
POS, the token inserts the appropriate reward description associated with
the customer’s frequent dining plan.

Click OK to close the Reward Coupon Preview window.

In the next section, you will add another token to the layout (on the line between the
restaurant’s name and the reward description) and then preview the modified layout.

Edit a Reward Coupon Layout
Now you can demonstrate how easily managers can edit layouts by adding a new
token to the layout, previewing the modified layout in the Preview window (to view
the difference), and then removing the token.
1
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2

In the Token list, double-click RESTAURANT_.

The Find Select Token Ending window appears, allowing you to select the
appropriate ending for the restaurant token.

3

In the Find Select Token Ending window, select Telephone and click OK (or
simply double-click Telephone).

The program inserts the @{RESTAURANT_PHONE} token in the Layout box
where you placed the insertion point.

4

Click Preview.

The Reward Coupon Preview window opens again, allowing you to preview the
change you’ve just made. Note that the restaurant’s telephone number now appears
in the layout’s preview, just below the restaurant’s name. (In the demo data, the
restaurant’s telephone number is simply “000-000-0000”.)
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5

Click OK.

6

In the Layout box, select and delete the entire text of the
@{RESTAURANT_PHONE} token.

7

Click Preview.

The Reward Coupon Preview window opens again, displaying the preview of the
layout. Note that the layout appears as it did before you added the
@{RESTAURANT_PHONE} token.
Again, remind the customer that all such layouts, including prep tickets, guest
checks, and receipts, can be edited and customized in this way to best suit the needs
of the restaurant. No other POS system allows managers to completely customize
their layouts.
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